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Slephen Marks Mark

www.l 2thAvenuel ron.com

Michael

1415 12th Avenue. Seattle. WA 98102

Safe. 2008 - tocking jewelry cabinet, 40h x 46w x 18d, stee[. bronze, Makore
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Building homes and relationships that !ast. Schultz Miller

206.281.1234
www.sch u ltzmil ler.com

custom,forging, fabrication. and casting
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Vache (Cow),'1930, Alexander Caldet American,'1898-1976, wire, 7 x 19 x 6 in.,
Jon and f4ary Shirley, O 2OO9 Calder Foundation, New York / Artists Rights
Society (ARS), New York, Photo: Julian Calder

This exhibition is organized by the Seattle Art Museum. Members of the Visionary
Circle (Thomas W. Barwick, Jeffrey and Susan Brotman, Barney A. Ebsworth, Jon
and lYary Shirley, Virginia and Bagley Wright, Ann P Wyckoff) have provided crucial
funding to make this exhibition possible.
Exhibition Sponsor: Corporate Suppott: U.S. Bancorp Foundation
THE SEATTLE ARI MUSEUM

SUPPORTERS
Media Sponsors:

ol,es$gUmes *X5
Additiona! Support Provided by:
PONCHO, the Leona M. Geyer Charitable Trust and contributors to the Annual Fund seattleartmuseu m.org
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sorneleb
5ince 2001, the Somelab design studio has created branding, websites, environmental
graphics, and print communications for companies and organizations that strive to
inspire and educate others. At its best, this process is always collaborative, giving us
the fullest possible understanding of a client's business from their perspective-and
allowing us to deliver solutions that are as unexpected as they are on-target.

WWW'SOMELABDESIGN.COM
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At least, not until recently.

Today more and more customers
are asking for green solutions that

are practical and cost effective.
They see the bottom line. They

don't want to be inconvenienced.
They want return on investment.

Rainier Renewable Energy
designs and installs practical

renewable energy solutions that work.

ENERGYMANAGEMENT lGEO*IERMAL I SOI.AR IwlND

Rainier Renewable Energy
206.354.3051 info@rainier-energy.com www.rainier-energy.com
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CIair Enlow

At the annual AIA Seattle awards program a year ago, some attendees were

reeling from the first shocks of the recession. For this year's event, even as layoffs

continue, Seattle architects kept the faith, packing into Benaroya Hall to hear the

words and receive the judgment of three distinguished peers: Jurors Teddy Cruz,

eStudio Cruz, San Diego; Nigel Dancey, Foster + Partners, London; and l\lark Rios,

Rios Clementi Hale, Los Angeles. At the event, themed "improve/improve" and

moderated by Elizabeth K. lt4eyer (University of Virginia), four Honor Awards, five

I\4erit Awards, three Commendations and one Citation for an unbuilt project were

presented. (Co-chairs for this year's program were Don Ir4iles, ZGF; and Shannon

Nichol, Gustafson Guthrie Nichol.)

Oscar night it wasn't. The proceedings were pared to match the times. No food,

no open balcony in the lobby, just a peak at the submittals on the screen and on

with the show. (One frill jazz music of the Paul Rucker Ensemble.) And when the

awards got rolling, there were no exquisite retreats by Jim Cutler, Tom Kundig, or

George Suyama. Among the Honor Awards, there were no houses-zero, lnstead, the

big winners had big similarities. They were all medium-to-large projects dedicated to

community use or environmental missions (or both).

Winners included Wing Luke Asian lVluseum, by Olson Sundberg Kundig Allen,

which convincingly reuses an impossibly partitioned and decayed historic structure;

treehouse-like l\rlercer Slough Environmental Education Center by Jones & Jones

Architects and Landscape Architects, an institutional-scale project that sits so lightly

on the land the ground plane lives intac| the Vancouver Convention Centre West,

Expansion by LIVN, which jurors described as "the way a convention center should

be done," feeling "more like a rooftop park" than a huge building; and the Grand

Teton Visitor Center, by Bohlin Cywinski Jackson, a building that "really holds its own"

as "a timeless f it for that site."

ln the lVlerit Award category there were three houses: North Beach Residence by

Heliotrope Architects; Waipolu Gallery by Bohlin Cywinski Jackson; and Hinoki House

by Rex Hohlbein Architects. The jury also picked Topline Corporation Headquarters by

NBBJ, which combines shoe manufacturing and display, and Safari Drive, a multiJamily

project in Arizona by The I\4illerlHull Partnership.

Commendations were awarded to Conrad Prebys l\4usic Center, University of

California, San Dlego by Ll\4N; Novelty Hill Januik Winery by lr4ithln; and Future

Factory Upgrades by DLR Group. One unbuilt project received a Citation: BIO(da)

TA, by Zero-Plus I Stave. A thematic pavilion for Yeosu Expo 2012 (South Korea),

the project is partially fixed in proximity to the breakwater, with arms that flow in

and out with the tidal movement.

The jury spread credit around, informally citing several entries for their ref ramlng of

density, infrastructure or typology, including a filling station for biodiesel by Atelier

Jones. All of this seems to indicate a more holistic view of architecture this year-a

move away from "art for art's sake" and toward more urbanism and broader science

ln framing and outcome, the program ref lected the interlacing concerns of traditional

design disciplines.

Biographies show that Rios, a fellow with both the American lnstitute of Architects

and the American Society of Landscape Architects, is director of the Landscape

Architecture department at USC. Cruz, a Rome Prize winner, teaches "public culture

and urbanism" at UC San Diego. N4eyer, a fellow with the American Society of

Landscape Architects is a widely published landscape theorist. Program co-chair

Shannon Nichol is a landscape architect and honorary member of AIA Seattle, Of

the background discussions, Nichol said, "lt's about architecture, but...things are

changing. Roll up your sleeves, throw out the boundaries that we are used to and

use your expertise to solve the urgent problems that we need to solve."

Even though we will sooner or later find ourselves on the boom side of the economic

cycle, the "bust" is not just something to be survived. lt's a time to re-assess

and re-imagine what it means to practice design, or anything about "improving"

the environment. For architects, that means advocating not iust for the client, but

for the rest of us-beginning with the question: Do we really need another new

building...here?

Clair Enlow is a freelance journalist and columnist for the Seattle Daily lournal of Commerce.
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INFORM INTERIORS IS PROUD TO
ANNOUNCE A NEW PARTNERSHIP
WITH POLIFORM USA AND
10 GREAT YEARS IN SEATTLE

POLIFORM USA
COLLECTIONS:
WARDROBE, BEDROOM,
LIVING/DINING ROOM
PLEASE CONTACT
INFORM INTERIORS
2032 BTH AVENUE
SEATTLE, WA 98121
T.206.622.1608
WWW. I N FO R MSEATTLE. CO M
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Too busy doing your work to find
words to describe it? Victoria Kaplan
creates the narrative to express your
concepts in writing.

. Proiect Write-ups

. Articles

. Award & Funding Applications

. Research Findings

Victoria Kaplan, PhD

Tel. 206.352.0421
vk. planning@gmail.com

Writing and strategic planning for design professionals.
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Dominic Nluren

Toxic Assets
Last fall, the world was stunned when AIG and many other banks were almost
destroyed by something called a collateralized debt obligation (CDO). Citizens were
shocked that something they had never heard of could cause such trouble. They
might be more surprised to know that a similar lurking danger has been available for
purchase in shops, malls and discount stores with similar potential for disaster.

Simply put, CDOs are a financial trick which allows banks to insulate themselves
from the risk of debt-based assets by re-packaging lots of similar assets together,
dividingthem by riskiness and selling shares that payout based on that riskiness.
As the concept was extended to different types of debt (even CDOs of CDOs),
eventually the value of the asset underlying the dept - in this case, houses in
mortgages - became less and less concrete, and therefore, potentially less and
less consistent in value.

The crucial danger here is that the system based its transactions on an asset which
was illiquid. llliquid assets - like houses, cars or artwork - have low or variable
market demand, which means their value varies widely, and they may sit and stagnate
on the market. Conversely, liquid assets like currency, gold, diamonds or salt are
traded often and in high volume, which gives them a consistent value and keeps them
cycling through the market quickly. Though liquid investments offer lower rates of
return, these rates are more reliable, and idle time on the market is low.

Like CDos, consumer products are illiquid, but rather than having poor financial
liquidity, they are composed of components which have poor social liquidity. A
socioliquid object is composed of parts which can be re-mixed, repaired and upgraded
into new objects at the end of the old object's useful life, ensuring continual
high-demand. Desktop computers are highly socioliquid, being composed of inter-
compatible modules. But this is an anomaly in the world of objects-most
manufactured objects have proprietary parts, unified construction and minimal
documentation about their inner workings. The resulting products, once broken or
outmoded, are completely useless, even though 99o/o of their parts may still work.

Design theorists have previously tackled the issue of product death by suggesting
cycles like these. lVlost notably, William r\zlacDonough's Cradle to Cradle advocates
a "technological metabolism" (perfect recyclability) and "biological metabolism,,
(perfect biodegradability), Frameworks like these work great when recycling plants
and industrial composters are running smoothly-iust as CDos work best when
homeowners are paying their mortgages, However, like CDOs, when the system is
shaken, catastrophic collapse is inevitable. Consider the aftermath of natural disasters,
like Hurricane Katrina in the US, or the recent typhoons in southeast Asia. when
manufacturing and distribution goes down, a radio with a recyclable housing is still
useless if its tuner breaks; the illiquid object's demand - and value - has suddenly
plummeted. A socioliquid product in this situation could be repaired easily by
cannibalizing similar devices. or, as in the Apollo 1l moon mission, instructions
for novel, necessary equipment like CB radios, water purifiers and emergency stoves
might be communicated over phone or radio and built by gathering components
from devices at hand. Even in less dire everyday circumstances, users could more
easily modify or tweak socioliquid objects to fit their own individual needs. Even
the most finely-focused focus group won't give a multinational manufacturer the
insight to make 100,000 perfect variations. socioliquidity reduces waste and
maximizes resilience of a community.

obviously, technologies like CDos and iPhones have significant advantages in power
and profit. ln the best of times, these advantages can seem like all that is important.
But every once in a while, we are lucky to survive the worst of times, reminding us
that no matter the immediate profit, the systems and cycles we build are what carry
us through. The true value of objects to our sociosphere is apparent, not when things
are working perfectly, but when everything falls apart.

Watch Paddy Hirsh f rom marketplace explain CDOs here: http://www.youtube.com/
wotch?v=eb_Rl-PqRrw.

Dominic A^uren teaches [ndustria] Design and Design Studies at the University of Washington. His
research focuses on novel methods of manufactudng using flexible machinery and local materials to
make modular, hackable products for more dch, resilient economies. He is editor of Humblefacture.com,
a blog exploring the development ofthis new mode ofmanufacturing.

A1l images are cC Licensed. From top: Attribution to http://wvvw.flickr.com/photos/msledge/
http://ww,w.flickr.com/people/petrick/ and http://www.flickr.com/people/emry/.
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Trevor Boddy

Turning suburbs into cities will be one of the most important tasks of the 2lst
century, Only the most distant suburbs will fail, but the rest will face the long and
difficult process of turning their existing infrastructure of institutions, businesses
and houses towards more intense inhabitation, not so much eliminating the auto-
mobile as turning it from urban master to ancillary servant,

ln tackling these challenges, West Vancouver has the advantages of wealth but the
burden of a dispersed and unfocused urban structure, West Vancouver is routinely
Iisted as having Canada's highest or second-highest average income, but the city has

no centre. The renovation of a 1970s swimming pool and large addition of recreation,
cultural and wellness facilities in what is now called the West Vancouver Community
Centre is a paradigm for making suburban civic centres where none existed before.
The new heart of this city is designed by recreation building specialists Hughes
Condon ltrlarler Architects (HCN4A) of Vancouver, with Darryl Condon the design
partner for the project.

Condon's design extends the pre-existing pool under the broad sweep of a new
large-radius, barrel-vault roof, a dramatic sight day or night for traff ic streaming by on

IVlarine Drive, The internal supporting structure for the HCMA south addition to the
1974 pool is a series of composlte glu-lam beams, designed by acclaimed structural
engineers, Fast + Epp (creators of the stunning, wooden roof for the 2010 Winter
Olympics' Speed Skating Oval , etc.) At mid-span these gently curving beams are

supported by V-braces in a f iner-grained version of glu-lam. Like a serlf-footed, capital
"V" in Times Roman typeface, the brace flares out where it meets beam and f loor, The

final visual effect is less like typography than it is anthropometric-human heels and

feet spreading out from a calf, a well-shaped shoulder taking the load from above.

Condon's HCI\4A team opted for a quite different architectural vocabulary for the

additions on the existing pool's north side, facing a pedestrian mall and ice arena, The

aerobics and weight rooms are vital and busy spaces, which animate and make safer

the pedestrian mall below (by virtue of "eyes on the street").

HClr4As all-new addition is organized around a three-level, glazed atrium-cum indoor

civic square, edged on one end with windows granting views into the updated

swimming pools and on the other by a celestory-topped galleria running slightly
up-slope through the new wing to open up again at the double gymnasia. The
proportions of the metallic, exterior skin are brought inside with the detailing of the

roof and clerestory walls of the pedestrian spine. An unusual and attention-grabbing

hybrid structure of wood and steel frames the space, each set on the same spacing

as the exterior panels. Shadows from these enliven the interior space and create the

dynamic effect of a forced perspective. This is accented by the brightly-coloured,
tempered glass panels flanking the four bridges spanning over the pedestrian street.

Set mid-span on each of these bridges is a wooden bench, making these truly social

spaces, a place of relaxation for a work break or a pause before a class. Condon's

team has designed a well-used and animated space, not the dull "corridor with
pretensions" that is the fate of too many pedestrian streets and atria in Canadian

public buildings.

The accomplishments of HCN4A's West Vancouver Aquatic and Community Centre

are subtle and incremental, the civic whole most definitely equaling more than the

sum of its parts. This is second regard architecture, dedicated to the slow release

of its thoughtful consideration, detail-by-detail, fagade by facade, inside and out,

Socially, the diversity of ages and publics found using the atrium and street are

no accident, but the direct result of architectural decisions in plan and section that
array functions together-engendering collective effects unpredicted by their
component parts, HClvlA's design demonstrates that city halls, museums and art
galleries are not the sum and end of civic buildings for suburban communities like

West Vancouver. By stacking aquatic, recreational, arts and mental,/public health

components around interior public spaces, a new kind of civic building type has

been created here. lt is a community centre, certainly, but it has also become West

Vancouver's civic centre and now the most urbane location in town.

Trevor Boddy has two major projects debuting in Ianuary 201o: Voncouverism: Architecture Builds

the City (wrwwancouverism.ca) andTownShifi:Suburb Into City (vnvw.townshift.ca).
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Art l\4atters

It's in the Air, Tonight

Adriana Grant

Sol Hashemi and Jason Hirata installed a fog machine as part of their exhibitlon

Pleose Stand By; Stand By Me al Punch Gallery this past lt/arch. Graduates of the

University of Washington Art Department's inaugural honors program in 2009,
Hashemi and Hirata, both students of photography, have been collaborating
since they met four years ago. This past summer, the pair was invited to use a shed

belonging to Eric Fredericksen (Western Bridge) and Betsey Brock (Henry Art
Gallery), where they hosted appointment-only art installations,/performances in the

unconventional space. Previously, the two collaborated in a studio shared with
other UW photographers, and, in 2008, they mounted their f irst collaborative exhibit,

First Show, sited in Storage Room, a converted storage room/gallery space in the

basement of the UW Art Building.

"l was in a frat," Hashemi smiled, "and ldid the lightingfor parties, really as an

excuse to buy lasers and fog machines and work with those. I was really drawn to
these objects, these mediums for making parties or events happen." He described
these tools as building blocks for visual culture.

"We would do whatever we do in the world," explained Hirata, "and use it in our art."

"lt was a prepackaged product," Hashemi said of the fog machine that became an

integral part of the Punch exhibit. "lt's a commodity that has an actual experience,"
Hashemi continued, "as a product in this world." During the exhibition, the compact,
metal-skinned, one-foot square, black box sat in the center of the gallery's unfinished
cement f loor. lts title: "Fog ltrlachine To Be Activated at 9pm Tonight." This off-the-shelf
commercial object was something you'd see at a club, a branded entity: the American
DJ fog machine.

"lt has two states," Hashemi explained, "During the day it acts as sort of a static
thing. People would come in and they would be aware of the act that would happen
a few hours later. They are standing in the space thinking of how it will look in the
near future, as something they can come back to." In its passive state, the fog machine
served as an object for the imagination, a trigger for memory as well as an occupier
of the future. The dormant black box told its own story by bringing up the issue of
time and by suggesting an alternate reality.

That imagined future, formed from one's experience with naturally occurring fog,
wasn't quite what the returning visitor would experience. Generally, fog involves
movemenu either the fog itself drifts, or you travel through it. Perhaps you've driven
through a misty patch on an evening excursion. Ir,4aybe you experienced a brief wash
of whiteness, and then it dissipated; you came out the other side, and your view of
the road was returned to you.

But in Punch Gallery, the fog-soaked air was contained and lit. At the appointed time,

the artists created a manufactured experiment in perception. The fog machine filled

the gallery with billowing clouds of glycol-infused molecules. "We turned all the lights

on in the space," Hashemi explained. "lt was completely white. lt made the room feel

brighter. You couldn't see around you, only four or five feet in any direction," The

transition from switch-on to complete whiteout spanned a mere five minutes.

Like the artists, visitors experienced an open-eyed blindness. "We were interested

in that optical quality of the space," Hirata said, "and wanted to work with that."
During the monthlong exhibition, Hashemi and Hirata spent Thursday, Friday and

Saturday nights at Punch (every day the gallery was open), outfitted against the cold

in full-body down suits, arranging and rearranging light sculptures in the window
The artists performed at 9 PM, when the darkness outslde enhanced their light
play; they slept inside their installation, as well, Long tubes of neon and swirls of

incandescent light played in the fog and off each other in that artificially-filled space.

ln a very literal sense, the atmosphere of the gallery was pushed out and replaced by

a false material, a material that gave false impressions.

When the room was completelyfog-filled, Hashemi and Hirata would turn off the
machine, and the gallery would become a silent, rectangular cloud. Every so often,
the artists would open the gallery door and allow their manufactured weather system
to escape. "Fog would barrel out of the doorway," Hashemi explained, "lt would be

swept right out and go straight up."

ln addition to its disorienting visual effects, the fog possessed a sound and a smell

- the sound of the machine's pumping engine, accompanied by a chemical-laden
scent - and it was not easy to breathe. The artists offered surgical masks to visitors
and wore respirators themselves. (They say they've suffered no illeffects, though
California regulates the Black Label brand "fog juice" as a potential carcinogen.)

l\4ost notable was the fact that the machine-generated weather confounded the
artists'ability to get their physical bearings-the fog scrambled their spatial
orientation. "Because of that limited visibility, it opened up the space," Hirata said.
"l would go around the gallery to get to something that was right next to me. lt
made the space feel really, really large." A roomful of manufactured weather and
perception was turned on its head.

Adriana Grant is a freelance art writer. Her work has appeared inThe Seattle Post-lntelligencer,
Seattle Weekly, City Arts, Public Art Review and art ltd. magazine.

With an tnstailation, the very air is complicit in the act oi art,rnal<rng. A space, occupicd, is filied uvith intention

And ',vh;;t coulcl be rnore site-specif ic and tirne-based tlran a roomful of v';eather?
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YOUR WORK SPEAKS
FOR ITSELF, RIGHT?

UNFORTUNATET-Y MOST
CLIENTS DON'T SPEAK
THE LANGUAGE.

Hire a writer who can translate your work
into words that clients can understand.

Web Content I Case Studies I Presentations
206/650-7660 www.creativeleverage.com
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We may not know Ralph personally, but we definitely know his work.
360 Modern authorized agents are specialists in the modern real estate
market. We've made it our business to know the work of all the classic
NW architects from Ralph Anderson to Gene Zema, and we know who's
looking to buy or sell those special modern homes.
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PUBLIC ART ITCULTURE www.4culture.org

Layman digitally stitched together twenty-six images
to create this hyper-real photograph, revealing more
detail than can be seen with the human eye. His
photographs are more than a window looking into
a place, they are destinations unto themselves.

CULTURE

q
info@4culture.org 206.296.7580

lsaac Layman
lce Cube Tray,2OO8
581/4" x1207/8"
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16th workshop
designl crafl I pernanence

206 905.8662 www.l6thworkshop com

+ DESIGN

lntroducing Trim Tab, Cascadia's
forum for unconventionaI ideas
from the leading edge of the green
buitding movement.

HAVEN'T READ TRIM TAB YET? HERE'S A PEEK AT WHAT
YOU'VE BEEN MISSING:
* Densrty and Sustainabil.ity - A RadicaL Perspective
* The Righteous SmatL House - ChaLLenging House Size and

the IrresponsrbLe American Dream
* FLushrng 0utdated Thinkrng - Transforming our

ReLationship with Water and Waste

ww\r'/. fa sca d i a g b c.orglt ri mta b

Think of the Queen Mary - the whote ship goes by and then comes
the rudder. And there's a tiny thing at the edge of the rudder catled
a trim tab.

Just moving the tittte trim tab buitds a low pressure that puil.s the
rudder around.

The tittl.e individuat can be a trim tab. Society thinks it's going right by
you, that it's teft you attogether. But ... the fact is that you can just put
your foot out like that and the whote big ship of state is going to go.

So I said, cat[ me Trim Tab.

-BUCKMINSTER FULLER
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JASON F. McLENNAN
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Jean Giraudoux,The l',/rodwoman of Choillot, 1945

irSY{HOPi\Tli 1. Somebody affected with a personality disorder
marked by aggressive, violent, antisocial thought and behavior and

a lack of remorse or empathy, Encarta World English Dictionary.

I have always found that metaphors are one of the most useful tools
in helping to convey complex ideas clearly and succinctly. Here's one
you might find a bit shocking and abrasive, yet on close scrutiny is

tragically accurate:

True psychosis manifests itself in actions that are disconnected f rom
reality, including delusional beliefs that can be violent, disturbing and

self-destructive. And humanity often reserves its worst behaviors for
those closest to it - the "flame burns hottest closest to the source," as

they say - and the world is full of domestic disturbances and abuses to

those that should by def inition be the furthest from harm-our families,

friends and the people in our communities.

Let's look at water. No natural resource could be closer to us; water is

our family, it is us. Here is a substance that is not only critical to our

very survival, but is In fact the whole basis for the existence of life on

this planet. As David Suzuki says in the book A Sacred Balance, "We are

water-the oceans flow through our veins, and our cells are inflated by

water, our metabolic reactions mediated in aqueous solution."

ln fact, as a species we are approximately 65% water-it defines and

shapes us in every way imaginable, physically and spiritually, from our

first few months in the womb, when we are literally enveloped by it, to
life outside the womb, where we need to be constantly replenished with

eight to ten cups of clean water each day to survive.

The world, being a finite, interconnected place, means that given time,

we drink and breathe in water molecules that have been in every ocean,

every river, every lake on the planet and inside of every animal, insect

and person. We are all connected - truly - through the water on this

great, blue rock.

Only a psychopath would seriously think it was okay then to take some-

thing so profound and so essential to our core being and to wantonly

abuse it, degrade it and pollute it. Given that we depend so greatly on

the quality of this resource - and given that it all literally comes back

to become a part of us - you would think that our cultures would have

created taboos, procedures and technologies that go out oftheir way to

protect, nurture and improve its quality and conserve its usel Only
a truly delusional and dysfunctional civilization would institutionalize
practices and procedures that could pose a threat to its very own

long-term survival.

A vast majority of our water is used in feeding us and in making the
"things" we use in our daily lives-in other words, agriculture and
industry. Both are leading causes of water pollution and water scarcity.

The balance comes f rom daily consumption in our homes, offices
and places of recreation. Americans use the most water per person of
anyone on the planet-nearly 60 gallons,/individual/day.

It's not a good record

Every time we dump heavy metals, PCBs, industrial chemicals and

fertilizers into water, we dump them into our own mouths and those
of our children and grandchildren. Every time we wantonly use water,
waste it, over-pump it and hurry it along through pipes and pumps rather
than through natural flows and natural ecological cycles, we steal from
future generations.

The very behavior that should be viewed as"crazy" is in fact codified in

our regulations, building codes and water laws and worse still in our
cultural taboos. We flush our toilets with clean, potable water when we

shouldn't be defecating in our water supply to begln with. We irrigate

lawns and f ill our swimming pools in the American southwest-behaviors
supported by price signals that make the resource so cheap that nobody

even cares about it. We spend billions on moving water around in pipes

-instead of taking care of and responsibly using the water we already

have at hand.

When progressive individuals try to realign their relationships with
water - through rainwater collection systems, composting toilets and

greywater re-use, just to name a few - they are discouraged through

regulatory barriers and financial obstacles.

We need some serious therapyl

The solutions to the water challenges we face exist today. lt is possible

to build living buildings (www.ilbi.org) and living communities that are

completely water independent-even in the driest parts of the country,

Living Buildings use water super-efficiently; they capture all of their water

needs through rainfall and snowmelt. Water is then reused multiple

times and treated on-site without chemlcals in a nearly closed-loop
process. As more and more projects are proving, it is now possible

to completely transform our relationship with water and waste from a

psychopathic one to one which is balanced and well-adjusted.

The articles in this edition of ARCADE are meant to give just a glimpse

towards a saner approach, with each author outlining one piece of

an overall integrated approach to water use. lt is clearly time to cure

ourselves of our deep-rooted aquatic dysfunctions.

Jason F. Mclennan is the CEO of the Cascadia Region Green Building Council. He is

the creator of the Living Building Challenge, as well as the author of three books,

including The Philosophy of Sustatnable Design.

We are water you and I
We ;tre Llpstrearll and dowrlsErearn frorn each other
Wh;-..r,t yorl do to rne, I do to you and so on alld so forth
For my exllale is your inhale and my urine your next gulp
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rainwater
collection
a simple path to responsible water use

ANN & GORD BAIRD

lncorporating biomimicry into environmental design, whether commercial or residential, combines beauty, sirnplicity and

function into responsible use. With that said, the natural world abounds with examples of simple rainwater harvesting, Lakes,

ponds, wetlands and groundwater are excellent large-scale, natural examples of rainwater harvesting, while upturned leaves

holding droplets serve as micro examples. Architectural expressions of natural systems for capturing and conveylng the rain
that falls on our sites can be inspiring and add significant meaning to any design. Storing rainwater for future use is a natural,
life-supporting process that has been absent for much too long in modern building design.

However, times are changing, and we are increasingly cognizant of our

abuses of the world's water. By installing rainwater harvesting systems,

the water that is industrially treated is reduced, contributing to individual

and community water security and maintaining balance in the natural

water cycles of surrounding ecosystems. The impacts of rainwater
collection - a simple process - can be profound,

Rainwater can easily be used for many purposes including irrigation,

flushing toilets (which accounts for 3Oo/o of indoor water use),

mechanical systems, cleaning needs and even potable drinking water,
but conservation should always be considered first so that water
requirements are reduced.

il ir,L;,it Ii,i I-1i11wilter !"i.it'vestirIg

ri trai,r; -cirrlr:ir-i collects rainfall from the roof, filters out debris and then
stores it in cisterns; storing clean water results in less tank maintenance
down the road. The stored water can then be drawn upon and filtered
further as required depending upon the use. lt is critical to match the
appropriate quality of water to its intended use.

iiri:i materials, gutters and slope all have their pros and cons. lvletal,
clay tiles and slate are great. but better yet, consider a living roof,
which among many other benefits also acts as a mini-watershed for
primary filtration. A living roof also has built-in drainage layers, thus
reducing or eliminating the need for exterior gutters.

,,:, ii:'r:r-i;.,ri', !ti\":.rri:,r is required to discard the first seasonal rain that
falls on a non-living roof to clean-up the pollen, bird poo, needles and
leaves. There is usually a secondary simple filter (screen) for leaves

and other sedimentary materials.

i:i r.::, dr€ literally a big topic, and their size is determined by three
factors: roof size, monthly/annual rainfall and monthly/seasonal usage.

Cisterns can be concrete with a sealer or membrane, wooden, metal
with a membrane, HDPE plastic tanks, ponds or wetlands. ldeally, as

with any system, it is important to incorporate biomimicry and consider
all the household systems when designing. For example, a large, concrete
cistern can be incorporated in the foundation of a home, simultaneously
adding a temperature moderating thermal mass, providing a possible
dump for solar thermal heat and a water reservoir for fire protection.
Your climate, site, budget, other systems and environmental leanings
will guide your decision.

i,t;i-,,ri .ry::t;:r can be used for potable or other uses; non-potable usage
does not require any further filtering before it is used but should be
marked as "not potable."

::'lr;'ht;:,vaiei needs to be filtered or sterilized to meet local code
requirements. Usually rainwater will be filtered down to five microns
before sterilization. Possible f ilters include sand, ceramic and disposable.
Once adequately filtered, the water can be sterilized to kill any potential
pathogenic bacteria via a UV sterilizer, a chemical sterilizer (such as

bleach) or a membrane osmosis system; the choice depends on many

factors, such as regulations and energy requirements.

V\rh,rt.,r;rut cc,:cl Since policy can be lacking in many jurisdictions,

common sense dictates having your water lab tested for potability.
(For more on water regulation, please see Ben Gates's article "Taking

the Guerilla Out of Greywater" later in this issue,)

llcrrerl;y ccin:,ervatiori is vital when processing rainwater (as it is at

our home), use mother nature's pumps (gravity) wherever possible

and then only special energy efficient pumps. Pump choice is based

upon the desired pressure, the amount of head it has to travel (distance

straight up) and the volume of f low.

Take for example our vegetable garden's drip irrigation system, We
have a 2,500 square-foot living roof that collects 1,300 gallons for every

inch of rainfall; 1" of rain on one square-foot o{ roof area produces 0.52
imperial gallons. Precipitation occurs during winter, so we store enough

rainwater for four to six months of summer drought. Our storage capacity
of 10,000 gallons consists of four tanks, all gravity fed to overflow to
the next, thus eliminating our need for a separate stormwater system.
Our domestic potable water comes from a deep well, and we utilize a

no-flush toilet and low-flow fixtures to reduce our domestic water use.

The rainwater system is designed for possible future upgrade to potable
quality by installation of a sand filter between the living roof and
the storage tanks and then through a five-micron ceramic-filter and

UV sterilizer.

Larger scale examples consist of basically the same steps. Keeping
systems simple and fully integrated into the building design is the key

to water sustainabllity.

Nature can be our friend or our enemy, lf we design with the natural
environment, rainy, grey days are sources of joy and renewal, as we

watch our vessels fill with the most precious of all resources: water,

For mcre inforrnation
www.eco- sense.ca

www. urba nrai ncatchersgazette.ca
www.waterba lance.ca

www.harvesti ngra inwater.com

Book.c to reaC

Rain Water Collection for the lt4echanically Challenged, by Suzy Banks
Rain Water Harvesting for Drylands and Beyond, by Brad Lancaster

Ann and Gord Baird walk the talk of sustainable living in their newly completed
(Dec o8), multi-generational, Eco Sense home that is registered for the Living Building
Challenge. The couple's passion and knowledge is expressed in their work consulting,
building and advancing policy, and in the hundreds oftours they have grven oftheir
home. They teach that if it isn't affordable, it isn't sustainable and live their motto,
"less life stuff...more life stylel"
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- W.H. Auden, Ftst Things First, 1957
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Thousands have lived without love,
not one urithout water.
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Clearwater Comnlcns site Dlan

net
zero
rmpervrolts
design
a radical concept

Stormwater is rainwater and melted snow that runs off streets, lawns, farms and construction
and industrial sites. Under natural conditions, stormwater is absorbed into the ground,
where it's filtered and ultirnately replenishes aquifers or slowly flows through forests and
meadows and into streams and rivers. ln developed areas, however, impervious surfaces,
such as paved streets, parking lots and building rooftops prevent precipitation from naturally
soaking into the ground. lnstead, the water runs rapidly into storm drains, sewer systems
and drainage ditches, and the resulting rush of stormwater discharge can cause downstream
f looding and erode stream banks. As the ensuing runoff f lows over the land or impervious
surfaces, it accumulates debris, chemicals, sediment, bacteria or other pollutants that
adversely affect water quality and contaminate watersheds and coastal waters.MARK BUEHRER
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Of ail our rtatural resources, water has becorne the most precious.". In an age when
t11ar1 has forgotten his origins and is blind even to his rnost essential needs for
survival. water along witir other resources has become the victim of his indifference.

ln the 1970s, it was recognized that our country's water and accompanying infra-
structure was in a state of crisis, mostly due to uncontrolled wastewater and

stormwater discharges into surface-water bodies. The EPA's Clean Water Act was

initiated, and engineers were called to help solve the problems. Solutions were
applied to the point in the systems where the problems were most apparent or
concentrated, such as at the "end-of-the-pipe"; the concentrated flows and

pollution-carrying runoff of the piped conveyance systems were dumping excessive

volumes of polluted stormwater into streams and lakes, causing erosion and

loss of habitat, so this is where primary attention was given. Designing for crisis-
management (instead of prevention), the "standard" solution of "detention ponds"

was used to help reduce the impacts of concentrated stormwater flows even

though these were often unsightly.

But it has now been recognized forwell overa decadethat end-of-the-pipe solutions

are not enough to protect our most precious resource, ln February 2009, the
Washington State Pollution Control Hearings Board "affirmed its landmark August

2008 ruling that the largest Puget Sound cities and counties had to take significantly

more aggressive steps to reduce stormwater runoff, including mandatory use of
'low impact development'techniques. The Board affirmed its previous ruling that
the permit's focus on traditional engineered stormwater management facilities,

like detention ponds, was inadequate to protect Puget Sound and meet the law's

requirements and that greater use of low-impact development techniques - reduced

impervious areas, greater protection of native vegetation and onsite stormwater

management - would be necessary,"

Thls ruling confirms the idea that it is time to look at ways to eliminate the "root

problems or root causes" of the situation. ln summary, the primary challenge is

to make a radlcal shift from the current paradigm of impervious surfaces and

piped water conveyance to urban environments to pervious surfaces and natural

surface flow.

About a decade ago, an alternative approach for the management of stormwater

was conceived and developed. This concept was named Low lmpact Development

(LlD). LID is a comprehensive land-planning and englneering design approach that

aims to maintain and enhance the pre-development hydrologic regime of urban

and developing watersheds. lt combines resource conservation and a hydrologically

functional site-design to reduce development impacts to better replicate natural

watershed hydrology and water quality. Through a variety of small-scale site design

techniques and impervious surface reduction strategies, LID controls runoff discharge,

volume, frequency and the ability to mimic natural, pre-development conditions.

The unique LID micro-management source-control concept is quite different from

conventional end-of-the-pipe treatment and detention methods typically used for

stormwater control,

LID concepts have provided many good ideas for providing alternative methods for

stormwater management. Taking the proven concepts of LID and combining them

with other sustainable "green" building practices leads to other opportunities that

are simple, environmentally friendly and cost-effective.

One innovative approach, Net Zero lmpervious Surface Design, is a method for
developing, or re-developing, land in a manner that strives to create a built
condition that mimics nature through the use of features that maintain or restore
a site's natural hydrologic conditions, achieving an effective "net zero" amount
of impervious surfaces. The earth, just like allforms of life, needs to be able to
"breathe" and take in water in order to maintain or restore its health.

Current stormwater management can be summarized in two main areas: water
quality and water quantity (flow control). The latter is typically focused on

designing for the ".100-year" storm event. A Net Zero lmpervious Surface Design

approach focuses more on the 99.9 percent of the other rainfall events, while still
providing adequate provisions for handling the occasional occurrences of very-high
precipitation periods.

The design strategies that can be used to meet the goals of a Net Zero lmpervious

Surface Design can include a combination of LID techniques, such as:

Preservation and restoration of native vegetation

Geometrics & layout (build less-i.e, narrow streets)

Pervious pavements (permeable surfaces)

Bioretention (raingardens)

Soil amendments (compost-amended soils)

Rainwater harvesting (collection and reuse)

Low impact foundations (little or no excavation)

Green roofs

In addition to LID techniques, the Net Zero lmpervious Surface Design approach

also considers other sustainable building principals such as material choices

(i.e, toxicity and life-cycle issues) and general compatibility to the site's original

natural conditions.

CRar', i.lCaf

One example of a Net Zero lmpervious Surface Design is a co-housing project

named Clearwater Commons, located near Bothell in Snohomish County,

Washington. All pavements are pervious-either pervious concrete or permeable

pavers. The project actually has more than 100% of its surfaces meeting the net

zero goal. This was possible because the homes are elevated on pin-pile type

foundations to allow stormwater to pass under them, and some of them have green

roofs that provide a "double" count of pervious surfaces when measuring the

amount of projected surface areas that meet the net zero impervlous criteria

As more projects have now been built with these types of stormwater management

strategies, it's becoming easier to show not only their benefits to the environment,

but also, in many cases, a significantly lower cost for building a superior type of

stormwater system This is an example of the win-win scenario that true sustainability

seeks to provide-one that helps both our economy and our environment.

Mark Buehrer, PE., is the founder and director of zo20 ENGINEERING located 1n Bellingham,

Washington. Author, inventor and civil engineer for over z7 years, Mark coined the Net Zero

Impewious Surface Design approach.
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value'added products

and practices to
support water efficiency

EDEN BRUKMAN

Turn a faucet handle and water flows freely from the tap. We are so

accustomed to the seemingly limitless supply of potable water that
any other result from this action seems inconceivable. Yet, for the last
couple of years, the Pacific Northwest has experienced abnormally dry
and/or drought conditions throughout all four seasons, Conventional
practices are incredibly wasteful and exacerbate the disconnect between
perceived water supply and reality, both by design and use: lt is unlikely
for water to be repurposed, and sometimes water leaves a building
before it is even used once. For example, consider the water that is
discharged while brushing one's teeth. Just by turning off the sink faucet
during this activity, a person could save about 

,l,300 gallons of water a

year from going to the sewer. This may seem inconsequential at a glace,

but when applied to the US population, this change could represent
approximately 40O billion gallons in saved water, Yes, behavioral modi-
fications are necessary for water conservation. And help is out there-
plenty of eff icient f ixtures on the market today can considerably decrease
water demand.

The American Water Works Association claims, "Daily indoor per
capita water use in the typical single family home is 69.3 gallons. ...8y
installing more eff icient water f ixtures and regularly checking for leaks,
households can reduce daily per capita water use by about 35% to about
45.2 gallons per day."

Let's start in the bathroom. Almost every majortoilet manufacturer
offers an option that uses less than the 1992 EPA Energy policy Act
limit of 1.6 gallons per flush (gpf ). Some have a single reduced rate
ol1.2B gpf . Dual flush toilets are an alternative that further decreases
water use. These allow an individual to push one of two buttons, usually
located at the top of the tank, to dictate the amount of water released,
which can be as low as 0.8 gpf. To compare these and other details
that determine how well popular toilet models function, the California
Urban Water Conservation Council created the Nrlaximum performance
(lr4aP) testing protocol, now in its'14th edition.

There are also urinals that reduce water demand, using a pint, instead
of a gallon, of water per flush. However, water efficiency should start
by asking if it is even needed; composting toilets and waterless urinals
offer solutions that have no water demand and have other tangible
benefits. ln sourcing a waterless urinal, one should also take into account
the other components of the fixture, such as whether it includes a
cartridge-a piece that gets replaced regularly and is deemed to be
"toxic waste" when disposed.

Comfort doesn't have to be compromised to save water. Low-flow
showerheads tend to augment water with air to maintain decent water
pressure. Ihe1992 EPA Energy Policy Act set the threshold at 2.5
gallons per minute (gpm), but manufacturers offer lower rates, even
1.5 gpm-a 40 % reduction. WaterSense, a third-party tested program
sponsored by the EPA, labels efficient showerheads and other water-
saving devices and has an online directory to assist consumers. ln
addition, WaterSense intends to create performance specifications
that increase stringency for a variety of f ixtures over time.
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We forget that the water cycle
anci the lif'e cyele are ol1e.

There are easy ways to improve upon faucets that meet the current
flow maximum of 2.5 gpm, too: Retrofit aerators for kitchen and

bathroom faucets are available at most hardware stores, and many

faucets are sold new with options for aerator eff iciency upgrades.

For bathroom fixtures, aerators may reduce flow rates to as little as

0.35 gpm, but 0.5 gpm versions are more readily available. Kitchen

faucets have adjustable attachments that reduce flow to 1.5 gpm.

A dishwasher is another appliance in which water use can be optimized.

Though there are compact "dish drawers" and narrow models that
have obvious explanations for using less water, even standard-size

dishwashers can be efficient. Dishwashers must use less than 5.8

gallons per cycle to wear the Energy Star label; despite its name, Energy

Star restricts not only electricity, but also water demand. According

to Energy Star, scraping dishes clean rather than rinsing them prior

to loading the dishwasher can save an additional 20 gallons of water
per load, another example of how small actions can advance water

co nservation.

Energy Star also recognizes clothes washers that can save 4O%o of

the typical demand of 35-45 gallons of water per load. ln fact, some of

the newer models include technology that measures the size of the

load of laundry and determines how much water is needed to clean

it. However, this may result in more water per load for some washers,

with a reported range of 15-30 gallons, only slightly less than con-

ventional counterparts.

The rise of participation in green building certification programs has

certainly increased the installation of more ecologically minded

options - particularly In new construction - but the built environment

is still predominantly populated with improvident fixtures. ln a way,

industry is ahead of the curve when it comes to introducing water

efficiency into our homes and offices; these are but a handful of

considerations. lt is now up to us as a society to implement - or

merely install - the solutions.

Eden Brukman is the Research Director for the Cascadia Region Green Building
Council and the Vice President of the International Llving Building Institute.

A licensed architect, she has focused her professional career on incorporating

socially and envrronmentally responslble strategies into deslgn and construction,

particularly related to buiiding certificatlon and the specificatlon of appropriate

materials.
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heym&fr, don't plssa

in mydrinking fl
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The American Sr,.cietv o{ Civii Engineers (ASCF-) 2Lr09 Repor't Card for An-rerica's lr-fi-a-;

capar-ity of our nation's pubiic,,ryorl<s rryiilt an cveraligracie": of [) ASCE estinrates that $2,]
years to bring the natloir's irfrastructLrre to a good condrtion. While the est.rblishrrc,rt cf ;

nraintenance anci replacement plan must beconre a national prioritv, there i': no iirre lii<c

transforinationa I work.

Unfortunately, our reconstruction efforts are focused on replacing the
same old infrastructure that has been failing for years. And at this
opportune time, too much of the stimulus dollars are funding "shovel

ready" projects (i,e. projects that were shelved because the community
didn't want them in the first place). Now is the time we should be

thinking about why we love the communities in which we live, what we

want our communities to look like and how we want them to functlon.
We have a tremendous opportunity to create inf rastructure that helps
improve quality of life, reconnects community and even regenerates life.

Ihan24 hours, can create odor issues and start to grow filamentous
bacteria that can be detrimental to any water reuse system. When
greywater is kept aerobic, it can become a great non-potable water
resource. Treated greywater is frequently reused for irrigation, toilet
f lushing and/or used in building cooling towers.

Arizona State University (ASU) is a pioneer in greywater reuse. ASU's

new honor college dormitory collects and treats all of the greywater
generated from approximately 2,000 students. All the water is cleaned
and kept aerobic by running through a small sand filter before being
used to irrigate the campus landscape. This saves the university from
using approximately 10,000 gallons of drinkable water per day, That is

no drop in the bucket.

Tempe, Arizona's downtown Transit Center collects all o{ its greywater,

treats it onsite and reuses it to flush the toiiets. This sort of infrastructure
not only saves the re-user money from purchasing water-it lessens the
load (and potential overload) on the municipal wastewater infrastructure.
Often overlooked but equally important, it lessens the energy used to
treat the water otherwise used, convey the water from the municipal
source and move wastewater on to a central wastewater plant.

Greywater systems can be simple or complex and may be utilized at
almost any scale (home or city-wide). ln my own home, water from
our washing machine is simply diverted to a treed mulch basin; the
trees are about 50% larger than the ones planted a couple feet away
(not on the greywater system).

lf we are to move to the next level of sustainability, our homes and
communities must not battle the infrastructure that supports them.
Whether our water infrastructure consists of closed-loop, recycled
systems or is integrated into the landscape to complete synergic benef its,

the potential to create healthier communities is right in front of us...
yer, right below us. So the next time you are sitting on the throne, ask
yourself: Where does all your water come from and where is it going?

www.greywater.o rg

www.greywaterguerri I las,com

www greywateralliance.org

.!) t\:.:'!. . I .:a:Siirra.j)i,ti Ogr ltlr:rStrr.tCi3l,.. y sit:

www.asce.org /r eportcar d / 2009

Pete Munoz, PE, LEED AP is Senior Engineer at Natural System International (NSl), a
Ieader in green water infrastructure. pete and NSI work the planet trying reconnect
communities with their infrastructure. pete teaches several water infrastructure
courses at Yestermorrow Design/Build in Warren, Vermont. When not seeking out
water with his daughter Hazel in Santa Fe, New Mexico, they daydrcam about the
Great Lakes of Mlchigan.
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And well, for starters, there is no better place to look than our own
shit. Literally. We are pooping in our drinking water...or someone else's
downstream. And our current infrastructure isn't helping, We combine
all our wastewater (black, grey or otherwise) in huge, leaky pipes that
funnel all of our waste to some location (typically in a disadvantaged
neighborhood), where we attempt to treat everything before f lushing
it down the river to the next city. These are usually the same piping
networks that convey stormwater, too, so every tlme it rains we overf low
raw sewage into our rivers and oceans. The next city pulls water out of
the river and treats it again for their drinking-water supply as well as

all other water needs: irrigation, industrial uses, washing cars, etc,

We need smarter infrastructure (and smarter engineers). We need
infrastructure that can help supply and treat different types of water
for different types of uses, One of the simplest inf rastructure methods
is called "source separation." This basic strategy tackles the problem
before we've created it by combining everything into one big pipe. One
of the easiest separations is between toilet waste (blackwater) and all
other domestically generated wastewater (greywater). Greywater, under
most regulations, is defined as water generated from bathroom sinks,
showers and usually kitchen sinks (with no garbage disposals) and
laundry sources (without diaper washing). Seems simple enough,..
however, all of our existing homes and buildings are constructed with
combined plumbing, and regulations are slow to change.

But real change is happening, especially for renovations and new
constructlon. Whole municipalities are beginning to change plumbing
codes to allow duel wastewater plumbing options; some are even
requiring greywater "stub outs," Tucson, Arizona will require that all
homes are issued permits after June 1,2010 to have infrastructure
that conveys blackwater and greywater separately. Even if the owner
does not have a greywater treatment system, the inf rastructure will
be in place for when technology, climate or market forces push people
to consider more sustainable water management. Santa Fe County,
New Mexico has a "permit" by rule, which allows anyone to have
a greywater system under 250 gallons of water a day without any
cumbersome paperwork.

Greywater, while void of most of the bacteria and nutrients typically
found in conventional wastewater, still needs to be treated with care.
Greywater breaks down very fast and if left stagnant (in a tank) for more

We need smarter
infrastructure
(and smarter
engineers). We
need infrastructure
that can help
supply and treat
different types of
rvater for different
types of uses.
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Though we appear to be solid, we are really liquid
bodies, similar in a way to gelatin, which also seems
solid but is in fact largely water, made consistent
by the presence of organic colloids.

- Daniel Hillel, Environmentol Soil Physics, l9BO
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MORGAN BROWN

irarre t,econre u ntena ble

Using biomimicry, sustainable design can close the loop by decentralizing the harvest,

use, treatment and reuse of water resources. Green building programs like USGBC's

LEED rating system recognize this by encouraging projects to treat and reuse their

wastewater, at the forefront of green, the Living Building Challenge mandates it.

Treating blackwater - water mixed with human urine and feces - to reuse standards

has been considered among the most challenging and expensive tasks for green

developments, lt doesn't need to be. Decentralized and distributed biological solutions

offer attractive, cost-effective blackwater treatment options.

rr.]cli;r;;: Piar-.t: -- M,:rrbi.i;tt eitl:l Vrtr iir:.ri-sn.rft rlrcrr;:c'i.,r-,

Often, the first "decentralized" wastewater proposal is to transport the centralized

technology to the development site by installing a package treatment plant. lvlembrane

bioreactor (fr4BR) plants represent the latest in sewer technology and are often

considered for large green projects because they can treat blackwater to reuse

standards. The challenges with lt,4BRs lie in their expense, energy use and maintenance

costs, Vertical-shaft bioreactor (VBR) plants address these challenges by taking

the same biological process underground in a sealed chamber up to a 100m deep.

Advantages over surface plants include decreased land use (10-30%), lower energy

consumption (<50%) and reduced maintenance. Small footprints and contained

odors make VBRs good neighbors and reduce NllVlBY-ism (Not ln I\,4y Back Yard).

I\r1ore common in Asia and Europe where energy and land costs are high, VBR plants

are located in basements of hotels throughout Japan.

Di>titl!:teai ir+.;q;;r1,,rs -- Lr.jSi:rrctaij i,,.,/r'ti,-rrrcs, Sarl:l iilttrj & C,:moorlil. ,i 
-ir_,:. :

Package plants are familiar technology, but distributed treatment systems located

closer to the point of use and utilizing blology mimicking natural processes often
provide greater economic and environmental benefits. At the apex oi biomimicry,

constructed wetlands treat blackwater to reuse standards by replicating and

concentrating how natural wetlands purify water. While the basics of subsurface

constructed wetlands are simple (a basin filled with gravel, pipe in, pipe out, plants),

the biological processes are complex. During treatment, water passes through

thousands of microzones containing a rich variety of aerobic and anaerobic bacteria.

Science is just beginning to discover why wetlands remove impurities as well

as they do-including pollutants like pharmaceuticals that remain elusive for

conventional engineering. With good design, constructed wetlands use little or

no energy, are extremely robust and require virtually no maintenance. Subsurface

wetlands range in scale f rom single family home to large building or campus solutions,

providing project designers with a variety of new options. Since they can be landscape

amenities, finding space is virtually always possible with creative design. lf urine

separation is incorporated, the constructed wetland's size can be reduced by half.

Over the years, a variety of features have been tried with constructed wetland

design, including recirculation, tidal cycles, tropical plants and greenhouse

enclosures. While appropriate for specif ic applications, these options often aren't

necessary, and basic biomimicry can result in lower cost, higher reiiability, better

aesthetics, Iower energy consumption and less maintenance.

Subsrrrface constr ucted wetland detail.
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sustainable, decentralized blackwater treatment
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The sewer is the conscience of the city.

- Victor Hugo, les Miserables,1862

Advanced filter-bed bioreactors represent another distributed treatment option
with many of the benefits of constructed wetlands High-performance treatment
is achieved by recirculation through enclosed tanks with an anaerobic chamber
followed by an aerobic filter bed. Compact, sealed and without plants, space and
moisture loss are minimized, making these systems a good option for applications
where footprint and maximum water recovery are the top priorities.

\r'rNTER 2oo9 ARCADE 27

Morgan Brown, LIEP AP ts president of Whole Water Systems. After graduating wrth a degree rn
electrical engineerlng, Morgan pursued a successful high-tech career in Europe, Seattle and Silicon
Valley. Followlng hLs passion for the environment, together with decentralized water treatment
pioneers brologist John Grove and engtneers Patrick Iitzgerald and Davrd Venhuizen, Morgan
founded Whole Water Systems to address sustainable water design for green development projects
wl,w.wholewater.com.

Composting toilet systems, combined with urine separation, have the potential to
avoid the blackwater treatment issue altogether. Urine is sterile and can be readily
reused as a valuable fertilizer-a practice that is becoming more common in Europe.

New composting toilet technology is addressing the issues with odor, energy use and
adequate maintenance that have hindered their broad introduction over the years.

For the right project, composting toilets can be the ultimate green solution.

ln his delightful 1978 book TheToilet Papers, noted green architect and author 5im
Van der Ryn pilloried conventional wastewater engineering and extolled the virtues
of composting toilets, earning himself the title of "Captain Compost." ln a reprint
decades later, Van der Ryn reflected ruefully on the lack of progress, but concluded
optimistically that "biological treatment and wetlands reclamation" have progressed

and that eventually "biology willwin over concrete." Today, practical biological
solutions are available to realize that vision.
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ataklng the oguerrna
out of greywater

BEN GATES

Want to do the right thing to conserve water and reduce waste? l\4ost

Americans have few options beyond using eff icient fixtures and taking

shorter showers-unless they want to break the law. We know how to

harvest rainwater for drinking, reuse greywater for clothes washing, treat

blackwater for toilet f lushing and compost night soil. However, regulatory

change must occur before the public can install these systems to harvest

and reuse water in these ways,

ln most states, it is illegal to use wastewater for many beneficial uses.

Why? Over a century ago, laws were instituted to protect public health

by diverting "sewage" to lakes and rivers. With later industrialization

and urban growth, the capacity of nearby watersheds to absorb waste

was exceeded, For example, in the mid{93Os, juvenile salmon released

into Portland's Willamette River were dead within 
.15 

minutes due to

toxic sewage. For the city's residents, swimming in the Willamette was

swiftly banned.

Following such discoveries In the mid-50s and 60s, Northwest cities

such as Portland and Seattle built wastewater treatment facilities. Over

the next few decades, congressional mandates led to further improve-

ment in water quality and wastewater treatment. |n1972, national

treatment standards were enforced under the Clean Water Act, and in

1974,the Safe Drinking Water Act mandated drinking-water standards

for all public water systems.

Today, the responsibility for regulating the nation's drinking water

and waste occurs across local, state, regional and federal levels.

Federal agencies, state agencies and local municipalities administer

laws which are often inflexible in light of today's water treatment

and reuse opportunities. As a result, doing the right thing is hard and

downright complicated.

ln planning for a new building, Central City Concern, a Portland-based

non-profit organization, explored how an urban high-rise might use

only the water resources on site and discharge no sewage. Ralnwater

could be consumed; greywater (and even blackwater) could be harvested

and treated for beneficial uses. However, almost every harvest and

reuse strategy proposed was met with a regulatory hurdle. Together

with their expert team of architects and engineers (known as the "Water

Team"), they began to knock on the doors of regulatory agencies

The Water Team convened a charrette inviting regulatory officials

and other interested parties to help clarify the hurdles. The resulting

roadmap helped identify a comprehensive set of water harvesting and

reuse options linked to the agency responsible for oversight, With the

roadmap in hand, the Water Team instigated and participated in two

regulatory change efforts-new statewide provisions in Oregon's

plumbing code for rainwater and greywater use and a new state law

to legalize greywater.

These statewide changes illustrate an important distinction for designers

of water and waste systems. Water that falls on or flows through a

building is regulated by state building codes. Outside of buildings, water

and waste is regulated by state departments of environmental quality.

However, water and waste strategies inside and outside of buildings

often interface with state departments of health and other local, regional

and federal agencies.

Oregon's recent state code revislons address water inside of buildings

Oregon's recently adopted Greywater Bill (officially knows as Hose

Bill 2080) addresses water reuse opportunities outside of buildings

but also provides liberal wastewater definitions that will give agencies

flexibility to interpret and administer existing regulations. The ground-

breaking aspect of this bill was to distinguish greywater and blackwater

from sewage. ln addition, the bill instructed the Department of

Environmental Quality to provlde a permit that will allow greywater to

be used for beneficial uses. Within a yeal irrigating backyard plants

with greywater may no longer be illegal, and other uses of greywater

will be allowed without applying for the Water Pollution Control

Facility permit required by sewage treatment plants.

Seeking statewide change represents a new opportunity for designers,

advocates and regulatory officials to dramatically impact our ability to

realize sustainable buildings. Until now, architects and engineers have

challenged barriers by applying for a building code exception to utilize

systems like rainwater harvesting that are not approved by their state

building codes, These one-off allowances have been occasionally
granted and If built are important precedents to show what is possible.

However, a decline in water availability and increase in pollution demands

a more sweeping adoption of these strategies. Statewide change is the

solution. ln Washington, the Blue Paper proiect is underway in order to

remove roadblocks to the safe and cost effective reuse of water. Like

Central City Concern's Achieving Water lndependence in Buildings

project, it has begun by "getting everybody in one room" and already has

a diverse group of stakeholders assembled to pursue statewide change.

With more statewide regulatory change, perhaps national change is

on the horizon. Good examples of progressive state water laws will help

our national legislators and national model code authors get it right,

Ben Gates is an architect and developer of affordable housing at Central City

Concern. Central City Concern's Achieving Water Independence in Buildlng report

can be downloaded from http://iibi.org/resources/research/water/oregon.

GRTYWATER GUERTILA:

a team focused on
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recycle greyivatcr -
the effluellt of srr k;,
sholvers anC rvasiring

marirines -- to flurl:
toilets or ir: i.;:atr
glrdel s.

Water is the most preciorrs, limitecl natur:irl resource we have in tl:"is cCIuntl:Jr.
But because water belongs to no one - except the people - speci.al interests,
including go\rernment polluters, llse it as their private sewers"

- Ralph Narler. 1971
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Born and raised in Washington State,
lvlark Abrahamson was appalled when
the legendary salmon and steelhead
runs in the region crashed. He became
involved in local politics and later
switched to aerial photography to
practice his environmental advocacy.

The images from this series, Watershed
lnvestigations, are aerial landscape
photographs of North American
riverbeds that focus on the impacts
of land use on water.

For the past 2o years, Mark Abrahamson has been

photographing the American landscape from small
aircraft, creating aerial examinations of climate
change and water. www.markabrahamson.com.
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HI, I'M TINY.

MY JOB

I HELP OUT IN THE OTGANIC & BIODYNAMIC WILTIDGE VINEYATD

JUST ONE OF IHE SEVEN WINETIES TEPTESENIED AI

THE TASTING TOOM - WINES OF WASHINGTON.

YOUT JOB

WE'VE GOI OVET 60 WINES FTOM 7 WINEMAKET OWNED

B0tJilQUe \'vasHrNGTON \/VrNeIes.

MENTION THIS AD & TECEIVE

15% OFF YOUT NEXI BOTITE PUICHASE

Camaraderie Cellars - Harlequin Wine Cellars

Latitude 46' North - Mountain Dome

Naches Heights Vineyard - Wilridge Winery - Wineglass Cellars

\MINES W,q.srrrNGToN

{

TASTIIYG
ROOl\{

1924 Post Alley
Pike Place Market
Seattle, WA 98101

t ,l

250 Ehler Road
Wilridge Vineyard

Yakima, WA 98908

Open: Sun-Thurs Noon - 8p
Fri & Sat Noon - 10p

Open: Thurs-Mon 11a-7p
Tues & Wed by appt.

ph:206-77}-WINE
wi nesofwash i n gton.com

ph: 509-966-0686
wi nesofwash i n gton.com
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Perspective
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suddenly
Nlatthew Stadler

The Spaces ln-between Driveways
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Sieverts suggests turning to the "research process" of artists and designers to find

the essential openness that policy-making desperately needs. "These different
approaches have in common a positive concern with uncertainty, which expresses

itselfthrough the active reconfiguration of uncertainty as a space of hope. Uncertainty
is understood as a challenge, as an adventure in urban evolution, as a space that
cannot be made secure but can be shaped by the imaginative projections and led

toward a certain inclination. Such a space cannot be functionally determined; it is

an open space of possibilities."

ln Portland, first, and later in Los Angeles, San Francisco and last summer in Seattle

and Burien, suddenly sought that open space in community gatherings and art events

that could inform city planning and policy making. We led tours of Burien based on

maps made by seniors and kids. We inhabited a disused gallery space in Pioneer

Square where Eli Hansen's blown-glass stillproduced alcohol from local flora. We
met with both city councils.

These explorations and the food and drink and conversations shaped language that
can articulate dreams inside of politics. Sieverts, again: "When we come from the

world of decoded information (the cultural landscape) into nameless and insignif icant

wild places, [here, Sieverts means the spaces in between drivewaysf boredom sets in

at first. We cannot read what comes to us. Thus boredom becomes irritation. Only

after a while does productive perception set itself going, and then the world around

us starts to fill up. Empty spaces are necessary to train people in the capacities of

cultural beings: decode, integrate, interpret, associate, project, remember."

suddenly seeks out empty spaces and then inhabits them for long enough to catalyze

boredom, irritation, and, ultimately, productive perception.

Matthew Stadler is a novelist who also wrltes about art and architecture for various publications,
including Irieze, Artforum, Volume, Filllp and, Domus. He was literary edttor of Nest Arlagazine,

co-founder and editor of CIear Cut Press, and currently runs Publication Studio, a print-on-demand
publisher and storefront in Portland, OR, with Patricia No.

I want to know the dreams that transpire in the spaces between driveways, and I

want them to matter. suddenly is an attempt to find language that can articulate these
dreams inside a political process, such as urban planning or literature.

Since we - those who organize and enact suddenly - don't know how to speak
about our subject, we generally begin by inviting people into an open, social space,

such as a gathering or a website. Our first time around, we made a series of gath-
erings in Portland, OR, in October 2OO8. The series was catalyzed by the work of
Thomas Sieverts, a German urban planner whose 1995 book, Zwischenstadt, seemed

to provide a good starting place.

"Zwischenstadt" means, literally, "in-between cities." Sieverts coined this neologism
to describe what most of us think of as "sprawl," though notably he did not reserve

the term for the old peripheries (as we do when we equate sprawl with suburbs),
lnstead, he describes the whole urban fabric - from what we once called the center
to the remotest reaches of the built environment - as zwischenstadt. All of where
we live now is radically "in-between" (in-between driveways).

ln Sieverts's terms, the landscape in which we live sits in-between city and country,
freely and unpredictably intermixing elements of both; it is in-between man-made

and "natural," with each force shaping the other; it is at once crowded and empty,
swift and unbearably slow, changing and changeless; and, it stands in-between the

local and the global because the pressures of both local particularity and global

markets give it form. Sieverts asks us to engage these landscapes by inhabiting the
fine grain of this radical intermixing while we put aside all our antiquated struggles

about the fortunes or misfortune of the old urban "center" (or its ideological twin,
the unspoiled countryside). "To comprehend and unfold lsuch a] landscape's formal

composition," Sieverts writes, "new sources and perspectives will have to be found."
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Stephanie Snyder

For" Love of Kinship
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together-Jen Graves lounging in front of Hadley+lt4axwell's mirrored time machine
for hours, telepathically connected to the world.

Love for a resistance to beauty, love for Oscar Tuazon and Eli Hansen's far far away
that scares and attracts; their risk bears no persona.

At times, the purpose of the project has felt pornographic; nothing isn't censored,
but the Komos has its own mind. N4essy nature; that is,suddenly. Elias Hansen
dousing us with homemade hooch after lrlichael Hebb, Hanes Wingate and lvlichael

lvlclrlanus live on an island in the l-5 freeway. Portland, Seattle. What is the
boundary? IVlany a Komos has emerged from the sympotic way findings of our
feasts-many of us traveling to events without knowing why, really, we are there.
Az'1olly Dilworth reads poetry to no one at two o'clock in the morning in Thompson
Square Park. She is painting rooftops for Google Satellite to relay back to her-oh
heavens, find her work! Boris Sieverts and Azlatthew Stadler fly above Burien via
lnternet recounting experiences of place and interest. Did they find lt4ostlandia
there? Spiritual home of Katy Asher and Rudy Speerschneider?

When lr4atthew began to talk about Thomas Sievert's work, and he and I set out on

the thinking path that resulted in suddenly, (Alive in the Zwischenstadt! was our first
title), an unsteady but resolute we arose, in spirit and practice. Our shared work
wore a scuffed edge between us, the kind of symbolic edge space described by Lisa

Robertson when she articulates the auditory edge of human habitation. Our interests
rubbed and snagged, and the resultant evolving expansions and contractions of
patience, communication, morality and desire, I believe, became the model for the
manner in which the project unfolded and will continue.

And to be clear, this is your narrative, too.

Stephanie Snyder rs the John and Anne Hauberg Curator and Director of the Douglas F. Cooley

Memorial Art Galiery at Reed College in Portland, Oregon. Snyder writes regularly for Artforum.
com, and in zoo8-o9 pubiished catalog essays on the work of Storm Tharp, Pat Boas, Liza Ryan,
David Reed and Peter Kreider. Snyder is the recipient of a zooT Curatorial Research Fellowship
from the Getty Foundation.

Because friendship with a beloved, like understanding art, is nearly impossible,
let's attune our shared para-aesthetic, sensuality - intellectual, unstable and
synaesthetic - and f ill it with laughter, suddenly. Let's discover the topos onothema,

spiteful and brash, the one that we do not yet know how to embrace, appreciate or
interact within. This space we'll resolve to love like the oily scum on the side of the
freeway. t\4ichael Damm showed us the exquisite evening sunset undulating across

soot, oil and water as the earth rotated the Oakland freeway, suddenly, investigating
with an eye toward vulnerability, and testing (our own) prejudices, we'llawaken
to history and the design patterns and desires that might shape our city, countryside
and that gorgeous frontier-the suburb, From the outset of this collaboration, my
desire was to move farther away from the edges between works of art, and instead,
bring works of art, artists, events, conversations and moments into a klnd of collapse,

with as many agents as possible. Evening after evening, year after year. suddenly's
reiterative dreams are a set of operations for those who believe in drowning in the
same river twice.

Typically, we remove ourselves from what we find unappealing. What is your
normative anesthetic? We seek to interfere with this. And what is the difference
between this and that?-Once, one, perhaps, a combatant will want to fuck you.

That's a statement. That's worth voting for. Whether or nol suddenly artist lVlike

l\4errillshould vasectomy himself, Mike asks his shareholders to vote on that, to
know that's woith voting for.

Hormonal eff luence, gnats and abstraction are forms for understanding the in-between
space of the "where we live now."

We've dined under dripping tarps, artist Nico Wright stringing sagging billboards
above our heads. Speeding along trailing honey and Gary Wiseman's drawings. We
stopped at the sea to dwell on the glassy shores of Zoe Crosher's photographs. And,
home. That was holy. Now what, now what becomes a moment before an interval.
Love. Velocity. Rear view mirrors become portals where Hadley+ft4axwell converse
through time and space, from the other side of the world, creating suddenly
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iintry -{ouse

and rooms commingled with their outdoor counterparts
in ways more common to Western vernacular archi-
tecture than "high style" residences. This invigorated

the country estate, and in America, the most talented
Beaux-Arts trained designers like Platt, l\4eigs, Delano &

Aldrich, Albro & Lindbergh, and even lVcKim lVlead &

White expanded on this approach, composing extra-

ordinary houses open to their surroundings in graceful

arrangements of courtyards, patios and gardens.

Borrowing materials and forms f rom European farm
buildings, their perennial simplicity and seamless

integration of house and garden made them surprisingly,

and ref reshingly, modern.

Only Wright and Neutra, of the modern masters,

tackled this typology. The serious moderns were
generally too pedantic for this program; it wasn't a

suitable framework for "statements" or manifestos,

and - as Le Corbusier noted - the messiness of
domestic life had a distressing tendency to distort
pure sculptural form. Although the type languished

to a large degree in the modern oeuvre, Wright - ever

the contrarian - revived it with a level of ingenuity

and invention that only he could muster in the expansive

Coonley and I\4artin houses and his own Taliesin in

the early 1900s. Subsequently, there were few serious
practitioners of the contemporary, American country
house, so that Jim Olson's connection with a handful

of well-heeled clients with some serious art on their
hands allowed him to reestablish the type, wherein he

proceeded to explore some modern spatial ideas.

Clearly, the majority of these houses are indebted to
Wright's own spatial explorations from his prairie

period, which one could argue contain Wright's most

enduring contributions to architecture. Olson has not

only deftly developed Wright's spatial gestures, both

in plan and in section, but he has layered onto these

compositions many lessons from his other apparent

mentor, Le Corbusier, incorporating the Swiss master's

expressive and emotive use of reinforced concrete that
he evolved in his later work.

What at first might seem an improbable architectural
collusion (the two titans publicly eschewed one
another's work) in fact provides the inspiration for
spatial compositions that combine classical clarity
with a horizontal and vertical layering of space. This

layered/axtal technique creates movement in and

around adjacent indoor and outdoor spaces, provides

opportunities for filtering light in unexpected ways and

allows spaces to merge and then separate, all within a

trabeated structure of imposing presence and density

that is somehow both connected to the earth and

surprisingly open.

I\z1ake no mistake about it - these homes, with the
possible exception of Olson's family cabin, are grand

edif ices in which one feels certain behaviors might be

more appropriate than others. But there is a difference

between grand and grandiose, and, given the secondary

function of most of these buildings as art galleries,

they come to terms with an inherent incongruity: that
of integrating two building types that normally have

little in common. And so, despite the axial planning,

high ceilings and muscular tectonics, Olson's rooms

are endowed with a sense of intimacy that underlies

their more palpable monumentality. To this end, he's

wisely employed Nature, whose contribution toward

achieving a comfortable scale here is considerable.

The clients represented in this book are not thrust onto

center stage as in the shelter magazines, poised with

their dogs or cooking up a flamb6, but are oddly present

throughout the book, as Nrlichael Webb emphasizes in

his insightful and highly readable introduction. Olson

clearly considers these individuals pivotal to his designs,

a sine qua non of the process to whom the projects are

continuously answerable throughout the often lengthy
process of design. Although this is the approach found

in most o{fice brochures, it is not by any means the norm

in houses like these, particularly with a designer of

OIson's stature. For them, the client is in the way, an

impediment to achieving a grand design,

Jim Olson Houses

lntroduction by

Michael Webb

The Monacelli Press

2009

The country house as an architectural idea has been

with us since at least the Roman Empire, when the

Eternal City, in all its political and commercial hubbub,

became large, crowded and busy enough to displace its

inhabitants from their prior connection to the pastoral

landscape. Pliny's Villa, so affectionately described by

the ancient writer and so often redrawn by generations

of architects is, if not the actual first of its kind, certainly

the most famous prototype, His country estate - and

those it inspired - had little in common with imposing

manors of off icials or feudal lords designed merely as

strongholds and symbols of power. The homes of Pliny's

lineage were for mere citizens, albeit ones of reasonable

means, whose values and daily lives entailed a high-

degree of civilized comfort while maintaining intimacy
with the natural world.

ln the history of architecture, this building type wanders

inconclusively amongst various styles - the most
influential model being Palladio's rigidly symmetrical
objects - until the early 20th Century, when the

English architect,/landscape team of Edwin Lutyens

and Gertrude Jekyll perfected their informal, eclectic

approach to the species. lmmediately, a new paradigm

of relaxed formality appeared in which interior axes
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Hong Kong Villa section

THIS PACIi

House of light intetior
and pian

Photo: Ben Benschneider
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Not so for lt4r. Olson. These clients appear to desire a

civilized place not only to live, think and entertain, but
to display and enjoy their significant art collections, all
the while entwined with the bucolic landscape in which
they chose to build. ln short, they wanted pliny's Villa
and - as the houses in this book reveal - Olson has

both reinterpreted and reinvigorated this type in his
unabashedly modern vocabulary, replacing the country
house syntax of Old World chateaus with something
original and refreshing and clear.

The houses presented here are, as Pliny described his
own Iiving quarters, "...big enough to be comfortable, but
by no means palatial," As such they employ architectural
principles that would succeed in any home, regardless of
size. For Olson has achieved the rare goal of discovering
an architectural language f irmly steeped in tradition, a

modern tradition that embraces contemporary technol-
ogies while respecting the perennial longing of our
homes to be permanent and substantial yet intimately
connected to the natural world. No doubt Pliny would
be pleased.

lM Cava is an architect in Portland, where he teaches writes and
designs buildings and gardens.
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ARCADE Celebrates
its Friends and Donors

Long-time ARCADE enthusiasts and supporters Victoria and Gary Reed opened the doors to their new, Sullivan Conard
designed "Engawa" home on September 26. Over'150 of ARCADE's friends came together to form a special evening that
lncluded old and new supporters, a special performance by Tim Janof (who composed a piece combining ARCADE's Volume
28 theme of A Nerry Alchemy with the opening of a new home) and tours of Seattle's Engawa House.*

:en. ga.wa Ieng-gah-wah j

Noun: a Iioor extension at
one side of a Iapanese-style
house. usualtry facing a yard
or garden and serving as

passageway and sitting space-

Origin: Japan, equivaient to
en edge, veranda (MChin,

equivaient to Chin yuin) +
-gawa: combined form of
kawa (eariier kafa) sirie.
Dictionary,{om Unabridged.
Bas€d on the Random House

Dictionary, @ Ranriom House,
Inc.2oo9-
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Mqke good
proiect mqnqgers

Amphion's SimpleProlect connects oll members of
your proiecl teom, provides centrolized occess to

informotion, ond ensures thot you hove on occurote
view o[ your proiect ot oll times.

Spend less time ond money distributing informolion to

your consultonts.

Ensure thot oll teom members ore working with

up-to-dote proiect informotion.

Provide your clients with on enhonced level of proiect

monogemenl services.

AM P H IO N

wirh you will

Tel: 206 230 9336
Fox: 206 230 6483

info @ omphioncom.com

www.omphioncom.com
Amphion Communicolions

4180 West Mercer Woy
Mercer lslond, WA 98040

a visionary practice
optimizing land based assets regionally and globally

designs for salmon safe and trout safe habitats

civil engineering
planning
Iandscape architecture
cultural resource consulting
urban/community design

BELTCOLLINS
1925 Post Alley 206.285.4395 www.beltcollins.com
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)ADE provides independent dialogue

ut design and the built environment.

ARCADE Leadership Donors

ARCADE is honored to continually thank our generous Leadership Giving Campaign contributors
These civic minded leaders have commited three years of major sustained support which builds
and strengthens ARCADE's foundation.

Visit for info on how you

or your company can support ARCADE today.

70% of ARCADE's income comes from

donations and grants.

As a supporter of ARCADE, you make

each issue a reality.

Please join us in ensuring there is a voice for

design in our community.

ffiw

I

I US

eg Bishop

:toria Reed

ty Builder / $10,000

The Norcliffe Foundation

Publisher / $5,000 - $9,000

Bill & Ruth True - Gull lndustries
Liz Dunn - Dunn & Hobbes, LLC

Jim Mueller - JC Mueller LLC

LM N Arch itects
Mahlum

Miller I Hull Partnership
The Naramore Foundation
0lson Sundberg Kundig Allen Architects
Roberts + Wygal

Jim Duncan - Sparling

Designer / $2,500 - $4,999

The Berger Partnership
Clothier & Head

Linda Pruitt - the Cottage Company

Coughlin Porter Lundeen

Jim Dow

Barbara Johns

Krekow Jennings
Sch uchart/Dow
SRG Partnership
Sull ivan Conard Arch itects
Swenson Say Fag6t

Swift Company LLC

Turner Constructron
Deehan Wyman Wyman Youth Trust

Legacy Donors / $1,000 - 92,499

rst Name

iecome an ARCADE member by making
I one-year commitment.
you love ARCADE, an independent nonprofit magazine devoted to design issues,
ease consider giving us your support. Any amount helps, but with a minimum
rntribution of $30, you will receive a full year (4 issues) of ARCADE delivered to
,ur doorstep. Membership is easy. Either go to www.arcadejournal.com and hit the
lG RED button, or fill out this form and mail to:

ICADE

201 Alaskan Way Pier 56 Ste 200
)attle, WA 98101

rrsonal lnformation:

Last Name

rmpany (lf Applicable)

ldress

Yes! I want t0 support ARCADE! Enclosed is my tax-deductible gift of:

Subscriber $30 - $99

Groundbreaker $100 - $249

Builder $250 - $499

Stud Club $500 - $999

Plans fxaminer $1,000 - 92,499

Last Name

Become a leadership Donor with an annual commitment of three years of

Subscriber $30 - $99 Stud Club $500 - $999

Groundbreaker $100 - 9249 Plans Examiner 91,000 - 92,499

Send a year of ARCADE to:

i_

First Name

Address
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Sub-Total

E-mail

ARCADE is authorized to operate as a
nonprofit organization in accordance with
the United States Code section 501(cX3).

State Zip

$

Sub-Total

Your contribution is enUrely tax-deductible. No
goods or 5eryraes were.ecetved ir relrrn

City

PhoneState zip

lone

$

$
t!

'mail

Grand Total

Tax lD: 91-128 3755
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GREG FLINDERS
4851 5\ll 42ND AVE
PORTLAND, OR q7221-3632

YiolaPark

A kitchen for people who are still improving.

Visit us online at www.violapark.com and in the
Henrybuilt showroom at 997 Western Avenue in Seattle
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